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Abstract—Vehicular Metaverses are developed to enhance the
modern automotive industry with an immersive and safe expe-
rience among connected vehicles and roadside infrastructures,
e.g., RoadSide Units (RSUs). For seamless synchronization with
virtual spaces, Vehicle Twins (VTs) are constructed as digital
representations of physical entities. However, resource-intensive
VTs updating and high mobility of vehicles require intensive
computation, communication, and storage resources, especially
for their migration among RSUs with limited coverages. To
address these issues, we propose an attribute-aware auction-based
mechanism to optimize resource allocation during VTs migration
by considering both price and non-monetary attributes, e.g.,
location and reputation. In this mechanism, we propose a
two-stage matching for vehicular users and Metaverse service
providers in multi-attribute resource markets. First, the resource
attributes matching algorithm obtains the resource attributes
perfect matching, namely, buyers and sellers can participate in a
double Dutch auction (DDA). Then, we train a DDA auctioneer
using a generative pre-trained transformer (GPT)-based deep
reinforcement learning (DRL) algorithm to adjust the auction
clocks efficiently during the auction process. We compare the
performance of social welfare and auction information exchange
costs with state-of-the-art baselines under different settings.
Simulation results show that our proposed GPT-based DRL
auction schemes have better performance than others.

Index Terms—Vehicular Metaverses, VTs migration, Multi-
attribute Auction, Machine Learning, and Resource Allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

METAVERSES are characterized by advanced immersive
technologies such as augmented reality (AR), virtual

reality (VR), mixed reality (MR), and digital twins [1], [2].
In intelligent transportation systems, vehicular Metaverses, as
the digital transformation in the automotive industry, combine
immersive communication technologies in vehicular networks
and leverage real-time vehicle data to offer seamless virtual-
physical interaction between vehicles and their virtual rep-
resentations [3]. Unlike high definition (HD) maps which
provide accurate road information for autonomous driving
[4], Vehicle Twins (VTs) serve as the digital counterparts
of the physical vehicles in virtual worlds, offering extensive
and precise digital reproductions spanning the entire lifecycle
of vehicles, while also managing vehicular applications [5].
Intra-twin communication [6], [7], which entails interactions
between VTs and vehicles, enables vehicles to access the
vehicular Metaverses via VTs to obtain vehicular Metaverses
services, e.g., pedestrian detection, AR navigation, and 3D en-
tertainment. To ensure real-time synchronization for vehicular

services in vehicular Metaverses, VTs need to be continuously
updated in virtual spaces, which not only enhances the seam-
less experience of immersion of vehicular users, including
passengers and drivers, but also poses significant challenges
in terms of synchronization demands [8].

VTs in Metaverses often coexist in multiple instances. These
VTs are typically resource-intensive, requiring large amounts
of computation, communication, and storage resources to
process VT tasks in the vehicular Metaverses [9]. Conse-
quently, vehicles offload VT tasks to nearby edge computing
servers, located in RoadSide Units (RSUs) equipped with
sufficient resources, such as bandwidth and GPUs, enabling
the deployment of multiple VTs simultaneously for online
interactions in virtual spaces [10]. RSUs process VT tasks
by receiving requests from vehicles within their communica-
tion coverage, executing those VT tasks using their adequate
resources, and then transmitting the results of accomplished
VT tasks back to the vehicles. However, due to the limited
coverage of RSUs and high mobility of vehicles, a single
RSU cannot continuously provide synchronization services to
vehicular users [11]. Consequently, to maintain a consistent
and seamless experience for vehicular users, each VT need to
be migrated from the current RSU to the next RSU when the
vehicle is going to exit the coverage of the current RSU to
keep the synchronization, thus aligning the virtual space with
the physical movement of vehicles [12].

By providing virtual assistants in virtual spaces, VTs offer
immersive and personalized VT tasks like AR navigation, 3D
entertainment, and tourist guidance for vehicular users [13].
Given the diversity of VT tasks, it is essential to consider
distinct resource requirements when migrating VTs to ensure a
continuously immersive experience for vehicular users. There-
fore, how to achieve optimal resource allocation is challenging
in vehicular Metaverses. On the one hand, RSUs acting as
Metaverse service providers (MSPs) have to consume their
computation, storage, and communication resources during
processing VTs tasks for vehicular users [14]. On the other
hand, vehicular users tend to pay different amounts of payment
for multi-attribute resources according to their VT tasks.
For instance, simpler tasks such as basic navigation incur
lower VTs migration costs, whereas more complex operations
involving advanced AR navigation or real-time data processing
for entertainment or tourist guiding services result in higher
fees. This variation in cost is reflective of the differing latency
and resource demands related to the various types of VT
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tasks. Given these complexities in resource demand and cost
variability for different VT tasks, it is crucial to design a
mechanism that addresses the dynamic resource needs of VTs
and balances the variation in cost of vehicular users and MSPs.

In this paper, we formulate the multi-attribute resource
market as a bilateral market, where multiple vehicular users act
as buyers to purchase required resources and multiple MSPs
act as sellers to supply resources. However, it is challenging to
design a trading mechanism that balances the interests of both
vehicular users and MSPs, incentivizing them to participate
in the multi-attribute resource market for VTs migration. To
this regard, auction theory is effective for real-time and low-
complexity resource allocation in non-cooperative scenarios,
optimizing the social welfare through bidding and competition
[15], thereby balancing the supply and demand of MSPs
and vehicular users. Due to the different interests between
vehicular users and MSPs, we propose a double auction-based
mechanism that addresses the concerns of both buyers and
sellers, ensuring that the price charged to vehicular users and
the payment for MSPs achieve a tradeoff.

Existing auctions that focus on mainly price are insufficient
due to challenges in network connectivity and RSUs’ task
performance [16]. Poor network quality and delays in large-
scale data transfer affect the timeliness of resource allocation,
while dishonest or malicious RSUs compromise reliability
[17]. Therefore, we propose a multi-attribute double Dutch
auction-based (MADDA) mechanism, which considers non-
monetary attributes such as location and reputation to enhance
the quality of vehicular users’ experience during VT migra-
tions. However, considering reputation and location simul-
taneously complicates resource allocation, as different users
have varying requirements. The auction process must evaluate
multiple attributes to meet these diverse requirements, turning
resource allocation and pricing into an NP-hard problem.

Fortunately, deep reinforcement learning (DRL) has
emerged as a robust solution for cloud-edge resource schedul-
ing, outperforming traditional algorithms with its adaptability
to diverse and dynamic environments [18]. However, DRL
faces challenges in complex scenarios due to its reliance
on limited current information [19], which limits its ability
to deal with sequential problems. Rencently, generative pre-
trained transformer (GPT) models have demonstrated powerful
sequence modeling capabilities in natural language processing,
as exemplified by the outstanding performance of GPT-3 in
text generation [20]. Several studies have integrated GPT
with DRL, showing remarkable results in solving sequential
modeling problems. For example, Wang et al. proposed a
novel framework combining GPT and offline RL, which signif-
icantly improved the efficiency of solving multi-step decision
problems [21]. Inspired by these advancements, we propose a
new GPT-based DRL algorithm to solve sequence problem in
MADDA mechanism, specifically addressing the DDA clock
sequence issue to improve auction efficiency.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
‚ We design a novel generative learning-based incentive

mechanism in which the learning can adapt to the envi-
ronment change without prior information. The proposed
mechanism combines pricing and non-monetary factors

for solving the resource allocation and pricing problem
of vehicle twins migration in vehicular Metaverses.

‚ In this mechanism, we propose the MADDA to allo-
cate and price VTs migration tasks between vehicular
users and MSPs to achieve the seamless experience of
immersion of vehicular users. The MADDA consists of:
(i) resource-attributes matching by constructing Weighted
Bipartite Graphs of buyers and sellers based on resource-
attributes with the Kuhn-Munkres Algorithm [22]; (ii)
winner determination and pricing by DRL strategy.

‚ Unlike traditional DRL, we propose a new GPT-based
DRL with sequence modeling, which is more suitable for
solving sequence problems (e.g., MADDA) to improve
the communication efficiency of MADDA. We use the
GPT-based DRL for MADDA to accelerate the allocation
and pricing process of auctions, achieving near-optimal
social welfare with lower information exchange cost.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we provide a review of related work. In Section III, we
describe the system. Section IV provides the implemented
details of the proposed MADDA mechanism. In Section V,
we propose a GPT-based DRL algorithm for MADDA. We
illustrate the simulation experiments in Section VI and finally
conclude in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Vehicular Metaverses

The concept of Metaverses, originally coined by Neal
Stephenson in his science fiction novel titled Snow Crash
in 1992 [23], represents a parallel virtual world intertwined
with reality [24]. This concept has since diversified into
various sectors. For example, unlike HD maps which provide
accurate road information for autonomous driving [4], paper
[25] introduces the concept of vehicular Metaverses, which
are defined as a future continuum between the vehicular
industry and the Metaverses. Furthermore, paper [26] discusses
some opportunities and challenges of Vehicular Metaverses.
Specifically, there is a focus on researching the convergence
issues of edge intelligence and vehicular Metaverses. In [27],
the author proposes a generative AI-empowered framework
for the vehicular Metaverse, combining edge intelligence with
an enhanced auction to synchronize autonomous vehicles and
AR recommenders. However, this study overlooks the mobility
of vehicles in vehicular Metaverses and does not address the
problem of resource allocation for VT migrations.

Unlike previous works that overlook the high mobility of
vehicles and the resource allocation challenges in vehicu-
lar metaverses, we propose an attribute-aware auction-based
mechanism that considers the position of vehicles and RSUs
to ensure efficient resource allocation during VT migrations.

B. Resource Allocation for Vehicular Twins

Optimizing resource allocation in Metaverses has become a
research interest that draws significant attention for ensuring
an immersive user experience in interacting with 3D objects
in the virtual space [28]. In [29], the authors present a mul-
tidimensional optimization framework for AR applications in
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TABLE I: Key notation used in this paper.

Symbol Definitions Symbol Definitions
N Set of N available RSUs, regarding as MSPs vsn The value function of MSPs
M Set of M vehicular users (VUs) En The spectrum efficiency of MSP n
Pn Fixed position of RSUs fn The CPU frequency of MSP n’s computing chipset

Ocp
n , Ocom

n , Os
n

Available computation, communication, storage re-
sources owned by RSU n

δn
The effective capacitance coefficient of MSP n’s
computing chipset

Rcp
m , Rcom

m , Rs
m

The required computation, communication, and stor-
age resources for VU m to perform VT migration
tasks

Πt
m

The transmission rate provided to VU m at the time
slot t

A Set of L non-monetary attributes Bm The bandwidth requested by VU m

Wm Set of weight vector of L non-monetary attributes vbm The value function of VU m

Qm
The multi-attribute value requirement for the L at-
tributes by VU m

T̄
The expected latency of the VT migration task for
VU m

qmi
The expected attribute value of non-monetary at-
tribute ai for VU m

T̂
The maximum tolerable latency required by VUs to
maintain immersion during VTs migration

Q̂n The L attribute values held by RSU n α̂ Latency sensitivity factor

q̂nj
The attribute value of non-monetary attribute aj
possessed by RSU n

gtm The buy-bid of VU m at round t

P t´1
mÑe

The position of the VU m establishes a communi-
cation connection with RSU e at time t ´ 1

ktn The sell-bid of MSP n at round t

dteÑn
The distance between the current RSU e and the next
RSU n at time t G, Ĝ Unweighted bipartite graph and weighted bipartite

graph, respectively
Dn The reputation value of MSP n Γ The resource-attributes perfect matching

skmn
The quantity of the k-th resource actually provided
by MSP n to VU m

Ĝ
1
, Ĝ

1

l
Balanced bipartite graph and equality subgraph, re-
spectively

Rk
m

The quantity of the k-th type of resource required
by VU m according to Rcp

m , Rcom
m or, Rs

m
CB , CS

Two Dutch clocks which CB is buyer clock and CS

is seller clock

Ek
mn

The resource feedback evaluation of VU m for
the k-th types of resource offered by MSP n after
transactions

Mt
B , Nt

S
The buy-winner sequence and the sell-winner se-
quence at time t, respectively

ωk
mpaq

The resource weight of VU m for the k-th resource
in the a-th transaction ϕt

n
The difference between the anticipated sell-bid and
the actual sell-bid of seller n at time t

Enpaq
The weighted feedback evaluation of all types of
resources received by MSP n in the a-th transaction ϕt

m
The difference between the expected buy-bid and the
actual buy-bid of buyer m at time t

tnpaq
The transaction moment of MSP n in the a-th
transaction Λ

The set of candidate winning pairs which comply
with the condition, i.e., Λ Ď Γ

tµ
The moment when the auctioneer updates the repu-
tation of MSP n

Λ̂ The ultimate winning pairs of MADDA

λnpaq The freshness of Enpaq pmax The initialized buyer clock with the highest price
ξ The parameter determining the rate of time decay pmin The initialized seller clock with the lowest price
Ψt The active side of the auction clock p˚ The market clearing price

um, ûn
The utility of buyer m and the utility of seller n,
respectively UB , US

The aggregate of the ultimate buyer winner utility
and the aggregate of the ultimate seller winner utility,
respectively

B̂n The bandwidth of RSU n ε The cost per TB of storage capacity

vehicular Metaverses, aiming to balance data utility and energy
efficiency in resource and transmission allocation. However,
this work does not account for the mobility of vehicles in
vehicular Metaverses, thereby lacking in maintaining immer-
sion. Subsequent research explores optimization strategies for
resource allocation for VTs migration in vehicular Metaverses.
The study in [30] proposes a framework based on blockchain
and game theory for optimizing resource allocation for VTs
migration in vehicular networks. Additionally, [31] introduces
an incentive mechanism framework that utilizes the Age of Mi-
gration Task theory to efficiently allocate bandwidth resources
for VTs migration in the vehicular Metaverses. Notably, there
has been a lack of focus on applying auction theory to address
the resource allocation problem during VTs migration.

Unlike existing works that use game theory and contract
theory to optimize resource allocation for VT migration in
vehicular Metaverses, we apply auction theory to optimize
resources for maximizing social welfare.

C. Auction for Resource Sharing

In literature, auction-based resource trading in vehicular
networks for making resource allocation and pricing decisions
for limited resources in markets [28]. In [32], the authors
introduce a truthful reverse auction that enables the VSP to
select only IoT devices (e.g., images and videos) that enhance
the quality of its virtual copy of objects through semantic
information. However, this reverse auction is not well-suited
for scenarios involving multiple sellers and multiple buyers.
Consequently, the authors in [33] developed a double Dutch
auction for use in Wireless Edge-Empowered Metaverses, fa-
cilitating dynamic matching and pricing of VR services while
ensuring incentive rationality, truthfulness, and budget balance.
However, these auctions do not consider the heterogeneity
of resources, making them less suitable for VTs migration
systems with various VT tasks. Moreover, the above auctions
for resource allocation are not suitable for maintaining the
immersion of vehicular users during VTs migration since they
merely consider the pricing factor in determining the winners.
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Fig. 1: The muti-attribute double Dutch auction-based resource allocation mechanism for reliable VTs migration in vehicular
Metaverses.

Unlike traditional auctions that primarily consider pricing
factors, we propose a multi-attribute double Dutch auction to
allocate and price VT migration tasks. We then apply a new
GPT-based DRL algorithm, which is more suitable for solving
sequence problem (e.g., the double Dutch clock sequence) to
accelerate the auction process.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we provide an overview of our system model
for VTs migration in the vehicular Metaverses, which consists
of two main parts, i.e., the reputation model to evaluate trust
and reliability in vehicular networks [30] and the valuation
model to assess the economic impact and utility of VTs
migration in vehicular Metaverses. For convenience, we list
the symbols used in our system model in Table I.

Vehicular Metaverses are characterized by multiple vehicles
in the physical space and their VTs in the virtual space,
which are synchronized in real-time through radio access
networks (RANs). In the physical space, we consider a set
of N “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Nu comprising N available RSUs
with fixed positions Pn “ pxt

n, y
t
nq, functioning as MSPs,

and a set M “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mu of M moving vehi-
cles regarded as vehicular users (VUs). Importantly, both
passengers and drivers in vehicles are the vehicular users,
thereby enabling full immersion in services within the ve-
hicular Metaverse, such as pedestrian detection on head-up

displays, AR navigation, and VR entertainment, as depicted in
Fig. 1. In scenarios of resource-limited vehicles, the offloading
of vehicular Metaverse services, i.e., VT tasks, occurs to
nearby edge servers, e.g., RSUs, which possess significant
resources On “ pOcp

n , Ocom
n , Os

nq for processing VT tasks,
where Ocp

n , Ocom
n , Os

n denote the amounts of computation,
communication, and storage resources available to RSU n,
respectively. As vehicle m leaves the coverage of the current
RSU at slot t ´ 1, VU m must enter the market to pro-
cure resources from new RSUs for VTs migration. Define
Rm “ pRcp

m , Rcom
m , Rs

mq as the required resources for VU
m to facilitate the VTs migration tasks, where Rcp

m , Rcom
m ,

Rs
m represent the computation, communication, and storage

resources needed by VU m, respectively.
To achieve efficient VTs migration and maintain immersion

for vehicular users, we propose a multi-attribute resource
market for VTs migration to incentivize MSPs to serve VTs
for vehicular users. This market not only considers the price
attribute but also incorporates various non-monetary attributes
in the auction process. We assume the existence of L non-
monetary attributes, which are represented as attributes set
denoted by A “ pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , al, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aLq. Each VU exhibits
unique weight requirements for these non-monetary attributes,
tailored to their specific VTs migration tasks. Therefore, the
multi-attribute weights of VU m are captured by the weight
vector Wm “ pωm1, ωm2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ωmLq. Consequently, the multi-
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attribute value requirement for the L attributes by VU m is
represented as Qm “ pqm1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qmi, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qmLq, where qmi

signifies the expected attribute value of non-monetary attribute
ai for VU m. In parallel, the L attribute values held by
MSP n are denoted as Q̂n “ pq̂n1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , q̂nj , ¨ ¨ ¨ , q̂nLq, where
q̂nj indicates the attribute value of non-monetary attribute aj
possessed by MSP n.

To contextualize our model, two critical attributes, i.e., lo-
cation and reputation, are selected to exemplify their utility in
enhancing immersive experiences for vehicular users. Due to
the constrained coverage area of RSUs and the inherent mobil-
ity of vehicles, a single RSU is unable to provide uninterrupted
services to vehicular users. Consequently, Location becomes a
critical factor in determining the matching between vehicular
users and RSUs in the VTs migration auction scenario. Before
the VTs migration, it is considered that VU m establishes a
communication connection with RSU e at the time slot t´ 1,
the position of which is represented as P t´1

mÑe “ pxt´1
e , yt´1

e q.
The distance dteÑn between the current RSU e and the next
RSU n at time slot t is defined as

dteÑn “

b

|xt´1
e ´ xt

n|2 ` |yt´1
e ´ ytn|2. (1)

Ensuring integrity in the performance of all RSUs within
vehicular Metaverses presents significant challenges. For in-
stance, the presence of malicious RSUs can compromise
the immersive experience of vehicular users by manipulating
location calculation results or impeding the execution speed.
Consequently, the implementation of a robust reputation sys-
tem is critical to guaranteeing reliable services. Therefore, we
define the minimum multi-attribute requirements of VU m as
Qm “ pqm1, qm2q, where qm1 indicates the maximum distance
VU m is willing to migrate from the current RSU to the next
RSU, and qm2 represents the minimum reputation value sought
by VU m from the new RSU. Similarly, let Q̂n “ pq̂n1, q̂n2q

indicate the multi-attribute value possessed by MSP n, where
q̂n1 denotes the position of MSP n, i.e., q̂n1 “ pxt

n, y
t
nq, and

q̂n2 reflects the reputation value held by MSP n.

A. Reputation Model

In the VTs migration system, a reputation model is designed
to compute the reputation value of MSP n represented as Dn.
Dn falls within the range [0,1], with 0 indicating complete
distrust and 1 indicating complete trust. The reputation value
of MSP n is influenced by the feedback evaluations from
vehicular users who have had historical transactions with
MSP n and a time decay factor. Upon MSP n accomplishing
the VT migration task for VU m, VU m reports to the
auctioneer the actual quantity vector Smn of each type of
resource provided by MSP n, as experienced during the
execution of the VT migration task. Specifically, let Smn “

ps1mn, ¨ ¨ ¨ , skmn, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sKmnq, where skmn denotes the quantity
of the k-th resource actually provided by MSP n to VU m.
Subsequently, the auctioneer calculates the resource feedback
evaluation of VU m for the k-th types of resources offered by
MSP n after the transaction according to

Ek
mn “

min pRk
m, skmnq

Rk
m

, (2)

where Rk
m is the quantity of the k-th type of resource required

by VU m according to Rm. For instance, there are three types
of resources required for VU m to facilitate VTs migration
tasks, i.e., Rm “ pRcp

m , Rcom
m , Rs

mq. In this situation, the 1-th
type of resource is computation resources, i.e., R1

m Ð Rcp
m .

Due to the varied resource requests of vehicular users, each
VU has specific resource needs, necessitating the consideration
of resource weights on the resource feedback evaluation. Then,
we let Enpaq denote the weighted feedback evaluation of all
types of resources received by MSP n in the a-th transaction,
which can be calculated as

Enpaq “

K
ÿ

k“1

ωk
mpaqEk

mn, (3)

where ωk
mpaq denotes the resource weight of VU m for the

k-th resource in the a-th transaction.
Since MSP n exhibits varying reputation values in different

transactions, to more accurately reflect the reputation value of
MSP n, the reputation model also accounts for the diminishing
impact of resource feedback evaluation over time. For updating
the reputation value of MSP n after the τ -th transaction, the
auctioneer must consider the resource feedback evaluations of
τ transactions involving MSP n. We use tnpaq to indicate
the transaction moment of MSP n in the a-th transaction,
satisfying tnp1q ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď tnpaq ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď tnpτq. To quantify
the effect of time decay on weighted feedback evaluations,
λnpaq denotes the freshness of weighted feedback evaluation
Enpaq [34], ensuring Στ

a“1λnpaq “ 1, where λnpaq can be
defined as

λnpaq “ e´ξptµ´tnpaqq, (4)

where tµ is the moment when the auctioneer updates the
reputation of MSP n, ξ is the parameter determining the rate
of time decay, with the condition ξ ą 0.

Considering the weighted feedback evaluation Enpaq as
well as the freshness of Enpaq, the reputation value of MSP
n can be calculated as

Dn “

τ
ÿ

a“1

λnpaqEnpaq. (5)

B. Valuation Model

1) Design of value function: To facilitate VTs migration
tasks effectively that meet the resource requirements Rm “

pRcp
m , Rcom

m , Rs
mq of VM m, it is essential to account for the

resources owned by MSPs. Typically, the value of computation
resources is influenced by the CPU frequency of MSP n.
Conversely, the value of communication resources fluctuates
with the bandwidth, which is subject to time-varying demands.
Likewise, the value of storage resources is based on the storage
capacity of MSPs. Therefore, the MSPs determine their value
functions vsn based on their resource capacities, which can be
represented specifically as

vsn “ ω1δnf
2
n ` ω2EnB̂n ` ω3xnε, (6)

where ω1, ω2, and ω3 are weighting factors with the constraint
ω1 ` ω2 ` ω3 “ 1, δn represents the effective capacitance
coefficient of MSP n’s computing chipset [35], fn is the
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CPU frequency of MSP n’s computing chipset, En indicates
the spectrum efficiency of MSP n, B̂n denotes its allocated
bandwidth, xn indicates the storage capacity of MSP n, and
ε reflects the cost per TB of storage capacity.

In wireless communication [36], the transmission rate pro-
vided to VU m at the time slot t can be estimated as

Πt
m “ Bm log2

ˆ

1 `
ρh0d´ϵ

N0

˙

, (7)

where Bm represents the bandwidth requested by VU m, ρ
is the average transmitter power of MSP n, h0 represents the
unit channel power gain, d signifies the maximum tolerable
distance of VU m to migrate VT tasks from the current RSU
to the next RSU, ϵ denotes the path-loss exponent, and N0 is
the average noise power.

The size of VTs migration tasks can be measured by the
storage resources Rs

m requested by VU m. Therefore, we can
obtain the expected latency T̄ of the VT migration task for
VU m, depending on the transformation rate Πt

m and the size
of the VT migration task Rs

m, which can be defined as

T̄ “
Rs

m

Πt
m

. (8)

Therefore, the valuation function of VU m for the requested
resource Rm is specifically manifested through the expected
latency of VTs migration tasks, which is influenced by the
quantity of the requested resource and can be expressed as

vbm “ α̂ lg

˜

T̂

T̄

¸

, (9)

where T̂ is the maximum tolerable latency required by vehic-
ular users to maintain immersion during VTs migration, and
α̂ is a latency sensitivity factor that can be influenced by Rcp

m .
The valuation model needs to ensure T̂

T̄
ě 1.

Combining the reputation model that prioritizes integrity
with the valuation model that emphasizes efficiency helps
to connect trustworthiness with resource optimization in our
proposed VTs migration system.

IV. MULTI-ATTRIBUTE DOUBLE DUTCH AUCTION

The proposed MADDA mechanism includes two-stage
matching for vehicular users and MSPs in the multi-attribute
resource market. We will introduce these two stages and
demonstrate that the proposed MADDA mechanism could
satisfy the basic economic properties in this section.

A. Market Design

Considering multiple MSPs and VUs for VTs migration in
the vehicular Metaverses, we utilize the MADDA mechanism
for the VTs migration tasks in the multi-attribute resource
market. The objectives of the MADDA mechanism are: (i) to
determine the winner through a two-stage matching process;
and (ii) to ascertain the purchase prices for the winning VUs
and the sale prices for the winning MSPs. In the multi-attribute
resource market for VTs migration in vehicular Metaverses,
several entities perform distinct roles as follows.

1) Vehicular users (Buyers): In this market, each buyer,
i.e., a VU requesting VT migration, compensates the seller
to acquire VTs migration services. The buyers are required
to submit their resources requirements denoted as Rm “

pRcp
m , Rcom

m , Rs
mq, minimum attributes requirements Qm “

pqm1, qm2q, and attributes weights Wm “ pωm1, ωm2q to
the auctioneer when participating in the multi-attribute re-
source market. Only buyers that succeed the resource-attributes
matching are allowed to submit their buy-bids to the auctioneer
before the start of each round in the DDA. The buy-bid of
buyer m at round t is evaluated as gtm “ vbm, which denotes
the maximum price that buyer m is willing to pay for the VT
migration task processed by the seller.

2) Metaverse service providers (Sellers): The sellers are the
MSPs in the vehicular Metaverses that provide computation,
communication, and storage resources for VUs to facilitate
VTs migration. They are required to submit their owned
resources, expressed as On “ pOcp

n , Ocom
n , Os

nq and owned
attributes Q̂n “ pq̂n1, q̂n2q to the auctioneer when entering
the multi-attribute resource market. Only sellers who meet
the resource-attributes matching are allowed to submit their
sell-bids to the auctioneer before the start of each round in
the DDA. The sell-bid of seller n in round t is evaluated as
ktn “ vsn representing the minimum price that the seller n
is willing to accept for providing resources during the VT
migration of the buyer m.

3) Auctioneer: In our model, the auctioneer performs two
functions. Initially, the auctioneer broadcasts the resource-
attributes perfect matching Γ, those buyers and sellers who
can participate in the DDA, after executing the Kuhn-Munkres
algorithm [22], with further elaboration provided in Section
IV-B. Subsequently, the auctioneer functions as a GPT-based
DRL agent, aimed at learning an efficient auction policy. This
is achieved by operating two Dutch clocks, one for buyers and
one for sellers, with the goals of maximizing social welfare
and reducing the cost of auction information exchange.

B. Kuhn-Munkres Algorithm for MADDA Mechanism

During the VTs migration, not all sellers can meet the
buyer’s requirements in terms of resources and multi-attribute.
The first step is to establish a connection between buyer
and seller based on these attributes and resources. A seller
can connect with multiple buyers. The aim of our concept
is therefore to bring sellers and buyers together in the best
possible way and to give preference to those who best meet
the buyer’s requirements in terms of the resources and multi-
attribute in order to increase the resource utilization.

In this work, we model the resource-attributes matching
problem for buyers and sellers as a weighted bipartite graph
to represent the matching process. The vertices represent the
buyers and sellers, and the edges indicate the compatibility
between the resource and multi-attribute requirements of the
seller and the buyer. Each edge is assigned a weight, with a
higher weight indicating a better match between a seller and
a buyer. Therefore, our goal is to find a maximum weighted
match in this graph, with the following steps:
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1) Submit Requirement / Information: When entering the
multi-attribute resource market, VU m is required to submit
the resources requirements Rm “ pRcp

m , Rcom
m , Rs

mq and
the minimum multi-attribute requirements Qm “ pqm1, qm2q

to the auctioneer. Simultaneously, MSP n submits available
resources information On “ pOcp

n , Ocom
n , Os

nq with the multi-
attribute Q̂n “ pq̂n1, q̂n2q to the auctioneer.

2) Establish Connection Based on Muti-attribute and Re-
sources: We define a matching between VU m and MSP
n as existing (i.e., m Ø n) if the available resources of
MSP n are greater than the resource requirements of VU m,
and the multi-attribute profile of MSP n satisfies the multi-
attribute requirements of VU n. Therefore, the aforementioned
constraints can be formulated as

pOcp
n ě Rcp

m q X pOcpm
n ě Rcom

m q X pOs
n ě Rs

mqX

pdteÑn ď qm1q X pq̂n2 ě qm2q.
(10)

Based on the matching between the VU and MSP, we can
construct an unweighted bipartite graph G “ pMYN ,M Ø

N q [37], where N and M are two sets of MSPs and VUs,
denoting N MSPs and M VUs respectively in the multi-
attribute resource market. M Ø N indicates the matches
between MSPs and VUs.

3) Setting the Weight of Each Edge: To accomplish our
goal of assigning additional resources and greater attributes
to buyers with greater resource and multi-attribute needs, we
define the weights as the result of multiplying the buyer’s
requirements by the seller’s resources. Let Υpm,nq represent
the weight of an edge pm Ø nq and the coverage of each
RSU is dc, which can be defined as

Υpm,nq “ ωm1pdc ´ dteÑnq ` ωm2 q̂n2 ` Rm ¨ On. (11)

Then, by assigning the weights to each match, we can obtain
the weighted bipartite graph Ĝ “ pM Y N ,M Ø N q.

4) Resource-attributes Matching of Weighted Bipartite
Graph: We find the maximum weighted matching of the
weighted bipartite graph to achieve the goal mentioned in (3)
of allocating more resources and larger attributes to buyers
with greater resource and multi-attribute needs. To find the
maximum weighted match from the weighted bipartite graph
Ĝ “ pMYN ,M Ø N q, we use the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm
to solve this problem. The detailed steps are described in
Algorithm 1. First, to create a balanced bipartite graph Ĝ

1

, we
introduce virtual vertices and edges with a weight of “´1” into
Ĝ. Next, we initialize flag lp¨q of every vertex and construct
an equality subgraph Ĝ

1

l where the flags are adjusted during
the matching process and the Ĝ

1

l satisfies the equation in line
7 of Algorithm 1.

Ĝ
1

l “ tpm,nq ñ lpmq ` lpnq “ Υpm,nqu. (12)

Finally, we choose the Hungarian algorithm [38] to achieve the
perfect matching. If a perfect matching is found, the algorithm
removes virtual vertices and their associated edges, resulting in
the resource-attributes perfect matching Γ. If not, the algorithm
iteratively refines the flags and continues the search, adapting
the flags and repeating the process (lines 9 ´ 18 ) until the
resource-attributes perfect matching is achieved. For every
edge pm Ø nq in Γ, it means that MSP n can handle the VT

Algorithm 1: Resource-attributes Matching Algorithm

Input: Ĝ “ pM Y N ,M Ø N q

Output: resource-attributes perfect matching Γ
1 To construct a balanced bipartite graph Ĝ

1

, incorporate
virtual vertices and edges with a weight of -1 into Ĝ.

2 Initialization: Setting the starting flag lp¨q for each
vertex in Ĝ

1

.
3 for each m P M do
4 lpmq is set to maxtn P N |Υpm,nqu

5 ; for each n P N do
6 lpnq is set to 0

7 Build equality subgraph Ĝ
1

l that satisfies
Ĝ

1

l “ tpm,nq ñ lpmq ` lpnq “ Υpm,nqu;
8 Selecting an arbitrary matching Γ within Ĝ

1

l;
9 Create sets L and R to store unsaturated and saturation

points of Γ when the Hungarian algorithm finishes;
10 Obtain pResult, L,Rq using Hungarian

AlgorithmpΓ, Ĝ
1

lq;
11 if Result is False then
12 Calculate the minimum labeling δl;
13 Update labels for L and R based on δl;
14 Update the equality subgraph Ĝ

1

l accordingly;
15 Go to line 9;

16 if Result is True then
17 Eliminate the virtual vertices and their associated

edges from Γ.

migration task for VU m based on the resources and multi-
attribute requirements of VU m.

By following the above steps, we obtain the resource-
attributes perfect matching Γ of the weighted bipartite graph
Ĝ. Only the buyers and sellers within Γ are eligible to submit
buy-bids and sell-bids.

C. Auction Design

In this section, we introduce the Double Dutch Auction
(DDA) mechanism [33], which has been used for efficient
resource allocation by combining the features of both dutch
auctions and double auctions. In typical Dutch auctions [39],
the auctioneer begins with a high asking price, which is low-
ered incrementally until a participant accepts the current price.
Conversely, in double auctions [40], both buyers and sellers
submit buy-bids and sell-bids, and transactions occur when
compatible buy-bids and sell-bids meet. In DDA, buyers’ bids
decrease from high to low, while sellers’ asks increase from
low to high. The auction continues with these adjustments until
a buy-bid and a sell-bid intersect, at which point the auction
ends, and market clearing occurs. This mechanism ensures
an efficient allocation of resources by dynamically adjusting
prices to reach an equilibrium that satisfies both buyers and
sellers. Then, we introduce the DDA mechanism in detail.

In DDA, the auctioneer initializes and adjusts two Dutch
clocks, i.e., CB and CS , for the buyer side and the seller
side, respectively. CB represents the purchase price for each
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TABLE II: The contributions of algorithm design compared with current references.

Reference Algorithm Type Auction Mechanism Contributions

Our paper

Fusion of Weighted Bipartite
Graph for resource-attribute
matching and GPT-based Deep
Reinforcement Learning (DRL)

Double Dutch Auction with multi-
ple attributes such as price, loca-
tion, and reputation

Combines the KM algorithm for resource-attribute matching
with the GPT-based DRL algorithm to solve the complex
problem of allocating and pricing multi-attribute resources in
a double Dutch auction.

[22] Kuhn-Munkres (KM) Algorithm;
Bipartite Graph Matching No auction mechanism Utilizes a classic graph matching algorithm without consid-

ering dynamic auction-based resource allocation.

[33] Basic DRL; No matching algo-
rithm

Double Dutch Auction with price
attribute

Applies basic DRL algorithm to optimize auction strategy,
but does not include multi-attribute considerations.

[38] Hungarian Algorithm Matching;
No reinforcement learning No auction mechanism

Implements a Hungarian algorithm for resource matching
without reinforcement learning or auction-based mechanisms,
focusing on static optimization techniques.

round and serves as the buyer’s clock, while CS represents
the sale price for each round and serves as the seller’s clock.
The buyer’s clock and the seller’s clock, denoted by CB and
CS , respectively, operate alternately in the DDA system. The
active side of the auction clock is indicated by Ψt, where
Ψt “ 0 for the buyer’s clock and Ψt “ 1 for the seller’s
clock. The buyer’s clock CB is initialized with the highest
price C0

B “ pmax and decreases with each round of the auction.
Conversely, the seller’s clock CS is initialized with the lowest
price C0

S “ pmin and increases with each round of the auction.
Assuming that the auctioneer uses the Kuhn-Munkres al-

gorithm, the resulting number of optimally matched pairs of
resource attributes in Γ is denoted by k. This indicates that
there are k participating buyers and sellers in the bidding
process. The DDA auction initiates with the buyers’ round.
At the auction’s commencement, the k buyers are ranked in a
non-ascending sequence according to their values, denoted as
B “ tm|@m P r1, kq ñ vbm ě vbm`1u. Similarly, the k sellers
are sequenced in non-decreasing order based on their values,
denoted as S “ tn|@n P r1, kq ñ vsn ď vsn`1u. The DDA
comprises the following five phases: Dutch Clock Initializa-
tion, Dutch Clock Broadcast, Dutch Clock Acceptance, Dutch
Clock Adjustment, and Dutch Clock Termination.

1) Dutch Clock Initialization: At the beginning of the auc-
tion, the buyer clock CB is set at its highest price C0

B “ pmax

and the seller clock denoted as CS is set at its lowest price
C0

S “ pmin. Meanwhile, all buyers and sellers have not
yet agreed to the clock price, meaning both the buy-winner
sequence M t

B and the sell-winner sequence N t
S are initially

empty. In addition to these sequences, two sequences HB and
HS are used to log the received price of the two Dutch clocks.
At the start of the auction, H0

B “ H and H0
S “ H.

2) Dutch Clock Broadcast: The auctioneer announces the
buyer clock Ct

B in the market when Ψt “ 0, and announces
the seller clock Ct

S when Ψt “ 1.
3) Dutch Clock Acceptance: Upon receiving the auction

clock announcement by the auctioneer, the buyers or sellers
evaluate whether to accept the current clock by comparing it
with their bids. During the buyers’ phase, i.e., Ψt “ 0, the m-
th buyer, who is yet to bid, will accept the current clock Ct

B as
their buy-bid gtm, if Ct

B is lower than their expected maximum
buy-bid vbm, i.e., gtm Ð Ct

B ð Ct
B ď vbm. Subsequently,

buyer m will be included in the buy-winner sequence, i.e.,
M t`1

B “ M t
BYm. Hence, the difference between the expected

buy-bid and the actual buy-bid constitutes the regret ϕt
m of

buyer m, which can be represented as

ϕt
m “ vbm ´ gtm. (13)

During the sellers’ phase, i.e., Ψt “ 1, the n-th seller, who
is yet to place a sell-bid, will accept the current clock Ct

S as
their sell-bid ktn provided Ct

S exceeds their expected minimum
sell-bid vsn, i.e., ktn Ð Ct

S ð Ct
S ě vsn. Subsequently, the

auctioneer incorporates seller n into the sell-winner sequence
N t

S , i.e., N t`1
S “ N t

S Yn. Consequently, the disparity between
the anticipated sell-bid and the actual sell-bid constitutes the
regret ϕt

n for seller n, which can be expressed as

ϕt
n “ ktn ´ vsn. (14)

4) Dutch Clock Adjustment: In the buyer round, i.e., Ψt “

0, should no buyer agree to the current clock, the auctioneer
must select a step size that corresponds to a multiple of the
minimum price interval αt, to reduce the price of the buyer
clock, i.e., Ct`1

B ð Ct
B ´ αt. Conversely, during the seller

round, i.e., Ψt “ 1, if no seller agrees to the current seller
clock, the auctioneer will raise the price of the seller clock,
i.e., Ct`1

S ð Ct
S ` αt.

5) Dutch Clock termination: Following each adjustment of
the auction clock, the auctioneer verifies whether the two
Dutch clocks have crossed. When the two Dutch clocks
crossed, i.e., Ct

B ă Ct
S , the auction concludes at time T Ð t.

Besides, the market clearing price is determined as the average
of the two Dutch clocks, i.e., p˚ “ αCT´1

B ` p1 ´ αqCT´1
S ,

where α P r0, 1s represents the price effectiveness factor.
Let Λ ð t@m P M t

B , @n P N t
S |D pm Ø nq P Γu denote

the set of candidate winning pairs which comply with the
condition that the candidate winning pairs are included in
the resource-attributes perfect matching Γ, i.e., Λ Ď Γ. In
scenarios where the market is cleared when Ψt “ 1, the first
|Λ| ´ 1 candidate winning pairs in Λ constitute the ultimate
winning pairs, with |Λ| representing the number of candidate
winning pairs in Λ. Alternatively, if the market is cleared when
Ψt “ 0, the first |Λ| candidate winning pairs emerge as the
auction winners. Social welfare (SW ) is the aggregate of the
ultimate winners’ utility, comprising both the seller utility US

and the buyer utility UB , i.e., SW “ US ` UB . The utility
of buyer m is expressed as um, while the utility of seller n
is articulated as ûn for those instances where buyer m and
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seller n form part of the ultimate winning pairs Λ̂, which can
be calculated as

um “

#

gtm ´ p˚, if m P Λ̂,

0, otherwise,
(15)

and

ûn “

#

p˚ ´ ktn, if n P Λ̂,

0, otherwise.
(16)

Therefore, UB “
řκ

m“1g
t
m ´ p˚ and US “

řκ
n“1p

˚ ´ ktn,
where κ denotes the number of ultimate winning pairs Λ̂.

D. Economic Properties

In designing an auction for VT migration task requests
based on auctions, our objective is to attain the follow-
ing economic properties. First, the auction should ensure
a balanced budget to maintain the market’s sustainability,
indicating that the financial exchanges among participants
are balanced. Second, the auction should uphold Individual
Rationality (IR) and Incentive Compatibility (IC), signifying
that participants need to gain non-negative utility and are dis-
couraged from benefitting through unreal bid submissions. Let
c “ pc1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cm, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cκq represent the charge imposed by the
auctioneer on the buy-winner and p “ pp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pn, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pκq

represent the payment made by the auctioneer to the sell-
winner. Subsequently, IR, IC, and Budget Balancing are elab-
orated as follows.

Definition 1 (Individual Rationality). Individual rationality
ensures that each winning buyer and seller secures non-
negative utility in an auction, i.e., gtm ě cm for the buyers
and ktn ď pn for the sellers.

Definition 2 (Incentive Compatibility). Asserts that buyers and
sellers are reluctant to enhance their utility by submitting bids
or asks that deviate from their genuine valuation, i.e., gtm ‰ vbm
for buyers or ktn ‰ vsn for sellers.

Definition 3 (Strong Budget Balance). When the auctioneer
achieves non-negative utility, i.e., the difference between total
costs and total payments is positive, the double auction is
deemed to uphold a budget balance. Furthermore, auctions
exhibit a strong budget balance when no payment transfers
or costs are incurred by the auctioneer.

In alignment with the conventions in existing literature, auc-
tions are deemed economically robust if they embody IR, IC,
and budget balanced principles. Initially, it was demonstrated
that MADDA upholds a strong budget balance.

Theorem 1. The proposed MADDA upholds a strong budget
balance.

Proof. According to Λ ð t@m P M t
B , @n P N t

S |D pm Ø

nq P Γu, we can obtain the candidate winning pairs Λ. And
the ultimate winning pairs depend on the active side Ψt when
the market is cleared. In scenarios where the market is cleared
when Ψt “ 1, the first |Λ| ´ 1 candidate winning pairs in
Λ constitute the ultimate winning pairs. Alternatively, if the
market is cleared when Ψt “ 0, the first |Λ| candidate winning

pairs emerge as the auction winners. Consequently, in the
MADDA mechanism, the number of winning buyers equals the
number of winning sellers after the auction ends. Additionally,
the winning buyers and the winning sellers transact at the
market clearing price p˚ as the trading price. Therefore, for
each ultimate winning pair, the auctioneer’s utility is always 0.
Thus, the aggregate utility of the auctioneer totals 0, fulfilling
the criteria for a strong budget balance.

Following the proof in [41], we demonstrate that MADDA is
doubly monotone and critical, opting not to offer direct proof
for IR and IC. Based on these two properties, then, we use
Theorem 2 to prove the MADDA is IR and IC. Monotonicity
and criticality are defined as follows.

Definition 4 (Monotonicity). An auction mechanism is bid
monotonic such that for each buyer m (seller n), if it wins the
auction by submitting gtm (ktn), and then it wins by submitting
g

1

m ą gtm (k
1

n ă ktn), given the other’s submission which
remain unchanged.

Definition 5 (Criticality). For a winning buyer m, the price
p˚ is deemed critical if buyer m secures a win by submitting
gtm ą p˚ and incurs a loss with a submission of gtm ă p˚,
assuming the other participants’ bids do not vary.

Theorem 2. A bid-monotonic auction is IR and IC if and only
if there is a critical charge to buyers and a critical payment
to sellers.

Lemma 1. The proposed MADDA is bid monotonic.

Proof. Suppose a buyer m in M t
B has a current bid of gtm. If

the buyer opts to increase their bid to g
1

m ą gtm, this indicates
that buyer m is willing to accept a higher buyer clock for the
same set of resources and multi-attribute offered. Given that
the candidate winning pairs Λ rely on the resource-attributes
perfect matching Γ, which is pre-established, the enhanced bid
of buyer m does not impact their eligibility for being matched.
Hence, if buyer m was part of a candidate winning pair in
Λ before the bid increases, they will remain in Λ after the
bid increases. This preserves their chance of being among the
ultimate winners Λ̂, provided Ψt conditions are satisfied.

In a parallel scenario, for a seller n in N t
S with a current

bid of ktn, lowering their bid suggests a willingness to accept
a lower seller clock for their resources and multi-attribute.
Echoing the buyer’s case, the decreased bid does not influence
the seller’s inclusion in the candidate winning pairs Λ, as
the matching is anchored in Γ. Consequently, if seller n was
part of a candidate winning pair before their bid decrease,
they will remain in Λ after the bid decreases, improving their
opportunity among the ultimate winners.

The market clearing condition Ψt dictates the final tally of
winning pairs. As this condition is contingent upon individual
bids, it does not compromise the bid monotonicity principle.

According to Theorem 2, to prove that the proposed
MADDA satisfies the IR and IC principles, in addition to
proving that the MADDA is bid monotonic, we also need to
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prove that there is a critical payment for all winning buyers
and winning sellers.

Lemma 2. In the proposed MADDA, p˚ is the critical payment
for all winning buyers and winning sellers.

Proof. In MADDA, buyers and sellers are matched based on
multi-attribute criteria. The resource-attributes perfect match-
ing Γ generally takes place prior to the auction’s commence-
ment, indicating that resource-attributes matching is an inde-
pendent step that precedes the auction process. Despite the
implementation of the resource-attributes matching, the pricing
process remains consistent with the principles of the DDA.

When Ψt “ 0, the auctioneer determines the clearing price
considering both the buyer’s and seller’s clocks. On the buyer
side, characterized by clearing through trade reduction, the
buyers and sellers involved in the calculation of this clearing
price do not necessarily become winning buyers or winning
sellers. As a result, both the winning buyers and sellers, as
well as the remaining sellers in the market, do not affect the
market clearing price p˚.

On the contrary, if the auction ends in the seller side,
the market clearing price is established based on the buyer
and seller clocks before any adjustments are made by the
auctioneer. In this scenario, the final buyer influences the
formation of the price but does not engage in the auction.
This implies that although the winning sellers and buyers in
the market may adjust their bids, these changes do not affect
the market clearing price.

Thus, the market clearing price plays a pivotal role in both
seller’s and buyer’s markets. The resource-attributes perfect
matching Γ serves as a step in determining the matching
relationship between buyers and sellers and does not alter the
pricing rules defined by the DDA mechanism. Therefore, p˚,
as the critical transaction value for all winning buyers and
sellers, holds validity in MADDA.

However, demonstrating that MADDA upholds economic
robustness as specified in Theorems 1 and 2 necessitates
the premise that the resource-attributes matching process is
stable, i.e., the resource-attributes matching process operates
independently from the auction process.

Following the process in [42], we establish that the resource-
attributes matching process maintains stability using Theorem
3. We initially present the definition of feasible labels.

Definition 6 (Feasible Labels). Feasible labels for a bipartite
graph G entail assigning a weight lp¨q to each vertex m (n)
in a manner that, for all edges pm Ø nq within the graph, the
condition Υpm,nq ď lpmq`lpnq is satisfied. These collections
of vertex weights constitute the feasible labels for the graph.

With the definition of feasible labels, we can obtain the
maximum weight perfect matching of the bipartite graph
according to Lemma 3.

Lemma 3. If a bipartite graph G possesses a set of feasible
vertex labels, and if the equality subgraph Ĝ

1

l associated with
this feasible vertex label exhibits a resource-attributes perfect
matching Γ, then this matching is the maximum weight perfect
matching of the original bipartite graph, as detailed in [42].

Proof. Consider any perfect matching M̂ of the original
bipartite graph, where the sum of the weights of the edges
in M̂ , referred to as valpM̂q, is the cumulative weight of the
matched edges (matched edges which do not share common
vertices). According to the definition of feasible labels, it
can be inferred that the sum of the weights of the edges
in any perfect matching is at most equal to the sum of the
weights of the vertices in any feasible labels, i.e., valpM̂q “
řM̂

pm,nq Υpm,nq ď
řa

i“1 lpiq, where a represents the total
number of feasible labels. When there exists a set of feasible
labels and the equality subgraph Ĝ

1

l of these labels exhibits a
resource-attributes perfect matching, the sum of the weights
of the edges in this resource-attributes perfect matching of the
equality subgraph, Γ, termed valpΓq, is calculated as valpΓq “
řΓ

pm,nq Υpm,nq “
řΓ

pm,nq lpmq ` lpnq “
řa

i“1 lpiq. It is
evident that for any perfect matching M̂ , valpM̂q ď valpΓq.
Therefore, Γ constitutes the resource-attributes perfect match-
ing with the maximum sum of weights, thereby qualifying as
the resource-attributes perfect matching.

Theorem 3. The resource-attributes matching is independent
of the MADDA’s pricing and allocation processes.

Proof. It can be proved by Lemma 3 that the resource-
attributes perfect matching Γ is the maximum weight perfect
matching of the equality subgraph Ĝ

1

l. Meanwhile, it can also
be concluded from Algorithm 1 that the resource-attributes
perfect matching Γ is the only one [37] and is only related
to the situation of supply and demand in the multi-attribute
resource market, i.e., the resource-attributes demand of buyers
and the resource-attributes supply of sellers. Another, in the
proposed MADDA mechanism, only the buyers and sellers
in the resource-attributes perfect matching Γ can participate
in the DDA to submit their buy-bids and sell-bids but no
change the connections between the buyers and the sellers in
the resource-attributes perfect matching Γ. This implies that
regardless of how the auction process evolves, the outcomes of
the resource-attributes perfect matching Γ remain constant, and
the resource-attributes matching process itself is independent
and unaffected by dynamic changes in the DDA. Therefore,
the resource-attributes matching process maintains stability.

V. GPT-BASED DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING FOR
MADDA

To address the economic challenge of maximizing social
welfare while maintaining IR, ensuring IC, and achieving
budget balance in the MADDA, we transform the MADDA
process into a Markov Decision Process. In this process,
the auctioneer, acting as a DRL agent, interacts with the
environment, without the need for priori auction knowledge.

A. Markov Decision Process for MADDA
A Markov Decision Process is represented by ă

S,A, P,R ą, where S denotes the state space, A indicates the
action space, P refers to the probability of state transitions,
and R refers to the reward. Then, we describe the state space,
action space, and reward in detail.
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TABLE III: The contributions of economic properties compared with current references.

Reference Auction Mechanism Individual
Rationality Budget Balance Incentive

Compatibility Social Welfare

Our paper Multi-attribute Double Dutch Auction ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
[37] Multi-attribute Double Auction ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗
[41] Spectrum Double Auction ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗
[42] Just a k-best Perfect Matching Algorithm ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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Fig. 2: The proposed efficient GPT-based incentive mechanism
to improve the efficiency of the DDA.

1) State Space: In each clock adjustment round t pt “

1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T q, the state space encompasses several elements:
the auction flag Ψt, the current auction round number t, two
Dutch clocks Ct

B and Ct
S , the numbers of the buy-winner

sequence |M t
B | and the sell-winner sequence |N t

S |, collectively
represented as St fi tΨt, t, Ct

B , C
t
S , |M t

B |, |N t
S |u.

2) Action Space: During the clock adjustment, the auction-
eer alternates between the buyer clock and the seller clock with
an available step size αt at decision slot t, i.e., @t, αt P A.

3) Reward: In MADDA, the reward of the auctioneer stems
from two key factors: the trade regret experienced by both
buyers and sellers and the cost incurred in broadcasting new
auction clock information to either buyers or sellers, which
can be defined as

rpSt, St`1q “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

´ϕt
m, if Ψt “ 0, gtm ě Ct

B ,

´ctpkq, if Ψt “ 0, gtm ď Ct
B ,

´ϕt
n, if Ψt “ 1, ktn ď Ct

S ,

´ctpk̂q, if Ψt “ 1, ktn ě Ct
S ,

(17)

where ctpXq denotes the function that calculates the cost
of exchanging auction information for X participants in a
market of this size. This function is defined as ctpXq “ ζX ,
with ζ symbolizing the penalty associated with communication
during the auction.

The reward function’s design aims to encourage the auction-
eer to minimize trade regret and maximize matching pairs to
enhance the social welfare (SW) in fewer auction rounds. The
reward function comprises two components: (i) a trade regret
term (ϕt

m or ϕt
n) to reflect the authenticity of the auction, (ii)

a negative communication cost term ´ctpXq to diminish the
number of participants requiring new auction clock updates,
thus reducing communication costs [33]. These considerations
incentivize the auctioneer to find an optimal step size for
adjusting the Dutch clock, striking a balance between accel-
erating the auction process and ensuring that potential buyers
and sellers are given adequate bidding opportunities.

B. Transformer Architecture for GPT-based MADDA

Transformers, as proposed by [43], represent a breakthrough
architecture optimized for the efficient modeling of sequential
data. These models are composed of a series of stacked
self-attention layers interlinked via residual connections. In
this algorithm, each self-attention layer processes a set of
w embeddings txouwo“1, pertaining to distinct input tokens,
and produces an output of w embeddings tzouwo“1, while
meticulously preserving the input dimensions.

The core mechanism behind self-attention entails the trans-
formation of each token, denoted by o, into three critical
components: a key vector ko, a query vector qo, and a value
vector vo. These transformations are realized through linear
operations. The output signified as zo for the o-th token,
is computed by adeptly weighing the values vj using the
normalized dot product of the query qo with the other keys kj :
zo “

řw
j“1 softmaxpă qo, kj1 ą

w
j1“1qj˚vj , which enables the

self-attention layer to allocate “credit” by implicitly forming
associations between the state and the return, thus maximizing
the dot product.

In our study, we employ the GPT architecture [44], a
refinement of the transformer architecture specifically tailored
for autoregressive generation tasks. Crucially, GPT utilizes a
causal self-attention mask, enabling the model to focus solely
on previous tokens within the sequence when performing
summation and softmax computations (j P r1, os).

C. GPT-based Deep Reinforcement Learning

GPT-based DRL is a novel approach for modeling trajec-
tories within the context of offline DRL [45]. Our method
adheres to the core transformer architecture with minimal
modifications, as illustrated in Fig. ?? and formalized in Al-
gorithm 2. The primary objectives in designing the trajectory
representation for GPT-based DRL are two-fold: firstly, to en-
able the acquisition of meaningful patterns by the transformer
model, and secondly to facilitate the conditional generation of
actions during test time.

Addressing the challenge of effectively modeling rewards,
unlike traditional methods that rely on past rewards for action
generation, we aim for our model to generate actions based on
the anticipation of future returns. To achieve this, we consider
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Algorithm 2: The GPT-based DRL algorithm

Data: Returns-to-go R, state s, action a, timestep t̄;
Linear embedding layers embeds, embeda, embedR;
Learned episode positional embedding embedt̄;
Linear action prediction layer preda
Result: Predicted actions for continuous actions

1 Training phase
2 while not converged do
3 for each tuple pR, s, a, t̄q do
4 Get positional embedding posemb of timestep t̄

using embedt̄;
5 Get embed state semb of state s using embeds;
6 Get embed action aemb of action a using

embeda;
7 Get embed returns-to-go Remb of returns-to-go

R using embedR;
8 Add posemb to semb, aemb, and Remb;
9 Stack Remb, semb, and aemb sequentially to

obtain embed input;
10 Feed embed input to transformer model to

obtain hidden states;
11 Extract action tokens from hidden states;
12 Apply action prediction layer preda to

extracted action tokens to obtain apreds;
13 Compute the mean squared error between

apreds and actual actions a to obtain model
loss;

14 Perform backpropagation and update model
parameters;

15 Evaluation phase
16 Set target return to 1;
17 Initialize R, s, a, t̄, done with initial values;
18 while not done do
19 Get positional embedding pos1

emb of latest
timestep t̄1 using embedt̄1 ;

20 Get embed state s1
emb of latest state s1 using

embeds;
21 Get embed action a1

emb of latest action a1 using
embeda;

22 Get embed returns-to-go R1
emb of latest

returns-to-go R1 using embedR;
23 Add pos1

emb to s1
emb, a1

emb, and R1
emb;

24 Stack R1
emb, s1

emb, and a1
emb sequentially to

obtain embed input;
25 Feed embed input to transformer model to obtain

hidden states;
26 Extract action tokens from hidden states;
27 Apply action prediction layer preda to extracted

action tokens to obtain apreds;
28 Update news, r, done, by taking action apreds in

the environment;
29 Append the difference between the latest

returns-to-go R1 and r to R;
30 Append news to s, append apreds to a, append the

length of R to t̄;
31 Keep the last K elements of R, s, a, t̄ for the next

iteration.

directly feeding the model with rewards and opt instead to
provide it with the returns-to-go, denoted as R̂t “

řT
t1“t rt1 .

This choice results in the following trajectory representation
conducive to autoregressive training and generation:

τ “ pR̂1, s1, a1, R̂2, s2, a2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , R̂T , sT , aT q. (18)

To encode the trajectory information for processing by the
GPT-based DRL, we focus on the most recent K timesteps,
with a total of 3K tokens, each dedicated to one of the
three modalities: return-to-go, state, and action. As shown in
Figure ??, to derive token embeddings, we utilize linear layers
for each modality, transforming raw inputs to the embedding
dimension [45]. Layer normalization is then applied. Further-
more, we introduce a unique embedding for each timestep, di-
verging from the conventional positional embeddings used by
transformers. Remarkably, each timestep corresponds to three
tokens. The token embeddings are subsequently processed by a
GPT model, which employs autoregressive modeling to predict
future action tokens.

Algorithm 2 presents the pseudo-code for the GPT-based
DRL algorithm. In the training phase, we first provide a dataset
of offline trajectories. During the training loop, we sample
minibatches with a sequence length of K. The prediction head
corresponding to the input token st is tasked with predicting
actions at, utilizing cross-entropy loss for discrete actions and
mean-squared error for continuous actions. The accumulated
losses for each timestep are subsequently averaged.

In the testing phase, we are afforded the flexibility to specify
the desired performance outcome, such as success (encoded as
1) or failure (encoded as 0), along with the initial state of the
environment. This information serves as the basis for initiating
the generation process. Following this, we implement the
generated actions in the current state, reducing the target return
based on the received reward until the episode concludes.

For the sequence length of K, the self-attention layer has a
computation complexity of OpFK2Hq, while the intermediate
layer has a computation complexity of OpFKH2q [46], where
F represents the batch size, and H denotes the size of hidden
layers. Consequently, the overall computation complexity of
GPT-based DRL can be calculated as OpFKHpK ` Hqq.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we first provide detailed market settings of
the vehicular Metaverses. Then, we analyze the convergence
performance of the GPT-based auctions. Finally, we conduct
more experiments under different settings to validate the
performance of the proposed GPT-based auctions.

A. Market Simulation

1) Market Setting: We consider the MADDA market in the
vehicular Metaverses, consisting of 50, 100, 150, 200 VUs and
50, 100, 150, 200 RSUs. The required resources Rm of VUs
to support the VT migration task range from 40 to 80. The
maximum distances qm1 that VUs expect to migrate from the
current RSU to the next RSU range from 0.8 to 1.0 kilometers.
The minimum reputation value qm2 expected by VUs from the
new RSU range from 0.6 to 0.8. The initial reputation value for
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Fig. 4: Convergence of the GPT-based DRL compared with
DDA, SAC and random methods with or without considering
reputation attributes.

all RSUs is set to 0.5, which will be updated by the auctioneer
with the auction round according to our reputation system.
The resources On owned by RSUs, i.e., computation resources
(the number of CPUs) Ocp

n , communication resources Ocom
n

(the number of bandwidth resources) and storage resources
Os

n range from 40 to 80. The parameters δn, ε and En are
set to 0.001, 0.6, and 0.1 respectively. The value of latency
sensitivity factor α̂ is set to 0.3. The maximum tolerable
latency T̂ is set to 0.15 s. In wireless communication, the
average transmitter power ρ of RSUs is set to 500 W and the
average noise power N0 is set to 10´9 W {HZ. The path-loss
exponent ϵ is set to 3. The highest price pmax is set to 100,
the lowest price pmin is set to 1 and the weight α is set to 0.5.
The penalty associated with exchange information ζ is set to
0.01.

2) Comparison Baseline:
‚ Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) method [47]: The auctioneer uti-

lizes the exploration and feedback mechanisms of DRL to
continuously learn and evaluate the auction environment,

dynamically adjusting the Dutch clock and optimizing the
clock adjustment strategy, to find a steady and precise
convergence of prices.

‚ Random method: The auctioneer selects the increment for
updating the Dutch clock from a range of values, which
are distributed evenly.

‚ Traditional Double Dutch Auction (DDA) method: The
auctioneer adjusts the Dutch clock with a fixed single-
unit step size. This single-unit step size is the minimum
value of the action space in the GPT-based DRL scheme.

B. Numerical Results

This section presents a comprehensive analysis of the re-
sults obtained from our experiments. We focus on three key
areas: the effectiveness of our freshness-considering reputation
system, which considers the freshness of resource feedback
evaluations in our reputation model, the convergence efficiency
of the MADDA mechanism, and the performance evaluation
under various system settings.

1) Effectiveness Analysis of the Reputation System: Figure
3 illustrates the response of the reputation system to seller
behavior. Initially, a seller’s reputation is set to 0.5. Our
findings show that if the seller remains honest, their reputation
incrementally increases. This upward trend is a testament
to the system’s effectiveness in acknowledging and valuing
integrity, with a steeper rise compared with not considering
the freshness scheme and random weighted scheme. Con-
versely, when a seller shifts from honesty to maliciousness,
the reputation system reacts swiftly. Our freshness-focused
approach causes a more rapid decline in reputation scores than
conventional schemes, underscoring the system’s sensitivity
and adaptability to changes in seller behavior. This dynamic
response of the reputation system is attributed to the system’s
emphasis on recent user evaluations, allowing for prompt
adjustments to the seller’s reputation.

2) Convergence Analysis: To demonstrate the efficacy of
our MADDA mechanism, which is based on GPT-based DRL,
we used several baseline methods for comparison, including
the SAC method and the random method. Additionally, to
prove that the reputation system we designed can enhance
auction efficiency (e.g., social welfare), we also compared
the convergence of the auction process when considering
reputation versus not considering reputation.

As shown in Fig. 4, during the convergence process, on the
one hand, the average reward of the proposed method is higher
than that of the other baseline methods. On the other hand, the
average reward when considering reputation is also higher than
when not considering it. Specifically, Fig. 4 demonstrates that,
in the case of considering the reputation attribute, the rewards
of our scheme are 42% and 51% higher than the SAC and the
random method, respectively. Additionally, the auction process
converges faster when considering the reputation attribute
compared to not considering it. For example, under the GPT-
based DRL algorithm, the reward when considering reputation
is 18% higher than when not considering reputation.

Furthermore, although the DDA method shows stable per-
formance due to using a fixed single-unit step size to adjust
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Fig. 5: Performance evaluation under different system parameters. (a) and (b) shows the social welfare and auction information
exchange cost versus market sizes. (c) and (d) show the winning pairs and trade success rates under different market sizes,
respectively. (e)-(h) show the performance of social welfare, auction information exchange cost, winning pairs, and trade
success rates under different computational powers owned by RSUs.
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Fig. 6: Individual rationality and incentive compatibility of
buyer and seller. (a) for buyer and (b) for seller.

the Dutch clock, the fixed step size makes it less adaptable to
dynamic auction environments, resulting in higher information
exchange costs. In contrast, our proposed GPT-based DRL
method can dynamically adjust the clock step size to adapt
to changing auction environments, achieving fast convergence
and near-optimal social welfare with low information ex-
change costs.

3) Performance Evaluation under Different Setting: To
verify the generalization ability of the proposed GPT-based
MADDA mechanism, we conduct tests under different sys-
tem parameter settings, e.g., the sizes of the multi-attribute
resource market and the computational capabilities of RSUs
(only consider the number of CPUs owned by RSU), with
other baseline methods.

In Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), we compare the social welfare and
auction information exchange costs achieved with and without
considering reputation attributes in different market sizes (i.e.,
the number of VUs and RSUs) against other baseline methods.
As shown in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b), social welfare and exchange

costs increase with the size of the market. This is because the
larger the market size, the more intense the participation during
the auction, while the number of winning pairs increases, as
Fig. 5(c) showed. Furthermore, from Fig. 5(a) and 5(b), it
can be observed that the GPT-based DRL method, considering
reputation attributes, achieved near-optimal social welfare with
lower information exchange cost across different market sizes
compared to the traditional DDA method. Under the condi-
tion of considering reputation attributes, the social welfare
achieved by the GPT-based DRL method is average 9.2% and
22.8% higher than the SAC method and the random method,
respectively, demonstrating that the GPT-based DRL method
significantly outperforms the random method in terms of social
welfare. Additionally, the performance in social welfare varies
depending on whether reputation attributes are considered.
Compared to not considering reputation attributes, considering
them leads to higher social welfare and lower information ex-
change costs. This is because considering reputation attributes
improves the transaction quality of matched pairs and reduces
ineffective pairings, thus enhancing social welfare.

In addition, we use the number of winning pairs and success
trade rate to measure the system performance metrics under
different market sizes. From Fig. 5(c), it can be observed
that our proposed GPT-based MADDA mechanism always
has more winning pairs than other baseline schemes. We can
see that considering the reputation attribute can drastically
improve the transaction success rate from Fig. 5(d).

Finally, we compare the performance of different com-
putational powers of the RSUs at the same market size
under different baselines, such as social welfare, information
exchange costs, winning pairs, and trade success rate. As can
be seen from Fig. 5(e)-(h), our proposed GPT-based MADDA
mechanism performs better in terms of social welfare, auction
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information exchange costs, winning pairs, and trade success
rates compared to the other baselines under different compu-
tation powers of RSUs. Specifically, Figs. 5(e) and 5(f) show
the trend of social welfare and auction information exchange
cost, as the computational powers of the RSUs increase under
different baselines. From Fig. 5(e), the social welfare in the
market increases as the computational powers of the RSUs
increase. The reason is that as the computation powers of
the RSUs increase, making RSUs more competitive in the
marketplace and potentially generating more winning pairs,
while the quality of the VTs migration tasks also increases,
the utility of the RSUs will increase.

4) Incentive Compatibility (IC) and Individual Rationality
(IR): To demonstrate the IC and IR [48] properties of the
proposed multi-attribute double Dutch auction mechanism, we
conduct the following experiment. We fix the market size and
randomly select one buyer and one seller from the market.
All experimental parameters are kept constant except for the
buy-bid and the sell-bid. We vary the buy-bid and the sell-
bid, including values both greater than and less than their true
values, ranging from pmin to pmax. In Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), the
red dots represent the points where the bid equals the value
and the ask equals the value, respectively, highlighting the
scenarios of truthful bidding and asking. From Fig. 6(a), the
utility of the buyer increases as the bid approaches the true
value, reaches a maximum when the bid equals the true value,
and then decreases as the bid exceeds the true value. This
indicates that the buyer’s optimal strategy is to bid truthfully,
which demonstrates IC for buyers. The fluctuations in the
buyer’s utility are due to the DRL executing non-fixed actions,
which are influenced by the bid, causing the price to vary and
resulting in these fluctuations. From Fig. 6(b), the utility of
the seller decreases as the ask diverges from the true value.
The utility is maximized when the ask equals the true value.
This shows that the seller’s optimal strategy is to ask truthfully,
which demonstrates IC for sellers. From Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), it
can be observed that as the buy-bid and sell-bid increase, the
utilities of both the buyer and the seller always remain greater
than or equal to zero, thereby validating IR.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduced a novel GPT-based incentive
mechanism in the multi-attribute resource market for VTs
migration to efficiently allocate multi-dimensional resources
between VUs and RSUs in vehicular Metaverses. Our ap-
proach uniquely considers both price and non-monetary at-
tributes, employing a two-stage matching process that first
achieves optimal resource-attributes matching, then followed
by a winner determination and pricing strategy using a GPT-
based DRL auctioneer to adjust the auction clocks efficiently
during the DDA process. Our experimental results demon-
strated the effectiveness of this mechanism in enhancing con-
vergence efficiency and achieving near-optimal social welfare
with lower information exchange cost. This approach also
adapts well to dynamic seller behaviors through a freshness-
considering reputation system, while performing better in
terms of winning pairs and trade success rates with similar

exchange cost compared to the other baselines. To implement
this scheme in real-world applications, vehicular networks can
integrate our GPT-based auction mechanism into their resource
management systems. RSUs with edge computing capabilities
can dynamically allocate resources to vehicles needing VT
migration by learning and adapting through real-time data
collection and processing. Future work will enhance the GPT-
based DRL algorithm’s ability to predict and respond to
environmental changes, ensuring efficient resource allocation
and seamless experience of users.
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